
Bodyguard 1241 

Chapter 1241: Coversation 

 

 Tang Yun asked a bunch of questions in one breath–it was clear that she had been worried sick. 

 “Both Xiaoxiao and I are fine. Don’t worry. We’re coming home right now. I’m thinking of letting 

Xiaoxiao live with Yao Yao for a while for her safety. And also in case, her sickness acted up- I’d be able 

to help her then!” Lin YI said. 

 “Oh? Let Xiaoxiao live with you? That’s a good plan!” Tang Yun wasn’t jealous or anything. She was 

actually quite happy. “You’re right. You’d be able to help her right away if something went wrong!” 

 “Haha, I knew you’d think too much.” Lin Yi took a deep breath- Tang Yun’s reasonableness took him by 

surprise. Was this the same person who went to war with Mengyao back at Fatty Lai’s house? 

 “Of course not, don’t think of me like I’m so petty.” Tang Yun grinned. “You’re driving, right? Give the 

phone to Xiaoxiao. I’ll talk to her a bit.” 

 “Okay.” With that, he passed it to Xiaoxiao. 

 Lin Yi was someone who had received intense training- even someone at his strength level would be in 

danger if they didn’t focus on driving and used his phone. Although that wasn’t much for him- he was 

good at multitasking. 

 Xiaoxiao had been listening to the conversation since the car was really quiet, and she really felt 

grateful towards Tang Yun! Sometimes she felt that the heavens really did take care of her, not only 

giving her such a loving, caring boyfriend but even making her best friends with his girlfriend as well! 

 Tang Yun’s care for her that came from her heart was completely void of any insincerity- Xiaoxiao could 

feel that much! 

 “Tang Yun sis, thank you for worrying about me, I’m fine…” Xiaoxiao said gratefully. 

 “We’re sisters- no need to thank me, right?” Tang Yun only smiled slightly. “As long as you’re fine!” 

 “Yeah… I know you’re the best, Yun Yun sis, other big wives would kill to get the small wife, dad!” 

Xiaoxiao grinned. 

 “What are you on about again? And there’s Lin Yi with you, of course, you wouldn’t die!” Tang Yun said, 

her voice lowered suddenly. “Right, Xiaoxiao, I have a mission for you when you go move in with Yao 

Yao and Shu…” 

 “Oh? What is it…” Xiaoxiao was interrupted. 

 “Don’t say anything- don’t let Lin Yi hear…” Tang Yun said. 

 “Oh…” Xiaoxiao responded, curious. What sort of mission was she going to give her? And to do it behind 

Lin Yi’s back? Could this be an assassination on Mengyao and Yushu? 



 Seriously? Xiaoxiao was quite frightened at the thought. Mengyao and Yushu, more or less, had feelings 

for Lin Yi, and she knew this. Could Tang Yun have realized as well and wanted her to take them out? 

 But she shouldn’t be that kind of person, right? 

 “Xiaoxiao, when you move in, help me pay attention to the relationship between Lin Yi and Mengyao 

and Shu… See if there’s anything special there?” Tang Yun herself felt embarrassed saying it. “I’m not 

suspecting anything. I’m just curious… Shu told me that Lin Yi has something with Yao Yao, and so I just 

wanted to confirm… If it’s too difficult, let’s drop it…” 

 Tang Yun felt that the things she was thinking up weren’t very ethical… Why did it seem like she was 

planting a spy beside Lin Yi? She should believe him since she loved him, what was with these 

suspicions? 

 But Tang Yun really was curious- was there really nothing at all between them even after living together 

for so long? 

 Of course, Tang Yun only wanted to make sure. Even if they were to find out something, Tang Yun 

wouldn’t voice it out to Lin Yi, Mengyao, or Yushu. 

 She’d said it already- it was a fair war, and now that all of them were friends, it only meant that 

Mengyao and Yushu were better than her at war. If they really did have something going on with Lin Yi… 

Tang Yun would work hard herself, and not lose… 

 As for revenge- this wasn’t something she’d even considered. She just wanted to know. 

 “Okay, alright, got it!” Xiaoxiao said instantly. This was nothing difficult for her, and it didn’t pose any 

ethical problems to her as well. She said yes without a blink. 

 But, even though Tang Yun had lowered her voice, Lin Yi’s ears weren’t some normal guy’s ears. He 

heard everything! He felt a bit amused by the two girls’ conversation but was fine with it. 

 It was only reasonable for Tang Yun to have these thoughts, but the fact that she didn’t confront him 

about it and investigated on her own made Lin Yi feel that perhaps Tang Yun had really changed? She 

was a bit different from that stubborn girl he met before. 

 The one that always gritted her teeth, trying to fight him, was gone. What replaced that was a kind and 

warm girl. 

 After talking a bit more with Xiaoxiao, she hung up. 

 And Xiaoxiao casually handed the phone to Lin Yi, as if nothing had happened. 

 Lin Yi didn’t say anything as well. 

 They parked in front of the door at the villa, and the two girls opened the door upon hearing the 

engine. Mengyao breathed out in relief upon seeing him. 

 Lin Yi’s serious face when he left made the two girls jump in fright. They didn’t even have a chance to 

ask questions, and only after seeing that he was fine did they relax. 



 The two were worried about the same boy- this wasn’t something that could’ve happened in the 

past. The two lived a life without trouble and worried, sleeping at night when it was time. Now, 

however, the two were sitting in the living room, quietly waiting. 

 “Yao Yao, Shu, you two didn’t sleep yet?” Lin Yi got off the car and looked at the two girls, feeling 

touched. 

  

Chapter 1242: Putting out the News in Advance 

 

 “We were looking for information on Xu Shihan, seeing if she was doing any concerts!” Mengyao 

naturally wouldn’t admit she was worrying over Lin Yi. 

 “Yao Yao, didn’t we look for that already? We were only sitting in the living room after that?” Yushu 

exposed Mengyao without any sympathy at all. She did that all the time, after all. 

 “We only rested a bit afterward.” Mengyao glared, yawning. 

 “Haha, let me introduce you to a guest who’ll be living here tonight.” Lin Yi said and got Xiaoxiao out of 

the car 

 Xiaoxiao didn’t dare come out before. She didn’t know if the two girls would accept her or not. 

 “Guest?” The Miss paused but seeing that it was Xiaoxiao who came down the car, a smile appeared on 

her face. “Xiaoxiao, why didn’t you come down earlier? Welcome!” 

 “Welcome, welcome, indeed!” Yushu clapped her hands happily. 

 Be it Mengyao or Yushu, none of them treated Xiaoxiao like an enemy. 

 This was because of her sickness. Mengyao and Yushu have accepted her already, and no matter how 

nicely Lin Yi treated her, they wouldn’t treat her as a love rival. Tang Yun had accepted her already, what 

were Mengyao and Yushu supposed to do anyway? 

 Plus, after spending time with each other the past while Mengyao realized that Xiaoxiao was a fun 

person that got along well with everyone. She’d already accepted her. 

 Yushu was the same as well- their partnership duo was no laughing matter. They were unstoppable. 

 “Xiaoxiao’s father has an enemy, an international crime organization. I’m worried they’re still coming 

after Xiaoxiao, so I might as well let her live here first.” Lin Yi explained. “Plus, you guys know her 

sickness, too, so we’ll be able to help her in the first notice.” 

 “That’s a good idea- the villa is big anyway, we’ll just clean up a room, and the place will be lovely!” 

Mengyao nodded to Xiaoxiao with a smile. 

 Yushu ran over happily, pulling her into the villa. 

 Lin Yi had known that Shu and Mengyao were good people in the first place- there shouldn’t be any 

resistance if he brought Xiaoxiao here. 



 Parking the car and entering the villa, he saw Xiaoxiao already surrounded by Mengyao and Yushu, all of 

them looking at the iPad. Probably about Xu Shihan. 

 “You guys should sleep– we still have school tomorrow.” Lin Yi looked at them. 

 “Lin Yi, are you sleeping with Xiaoxiao? Or is she with us?” Mengyao looked at him. 

 “Uh…” Lin Yi was awkward right away- of course, it was awkward no matter how you looked at it, doing 

that under her roof. 

 “Yao Yao sis, Shu, I’ll sleep with you guys? You don’t mind, do you?” Xiaoxiao naturally wasn’t bold 

enough to sleep with LIn Yi- if it were the two of them that was different, but this was someone else’s 

home. 

 “Of course not, the bed’s super big, two meters. Tang Yun could squeeze in there too.” Mengyao 

smiled. She didn’t know why, but her heart relaxed. Was this because Lin Yi didn’t sleep with Xiaoxiao on 

the same bed? She didn’t know. 

 “It’s pretty late. Good night then.” Lin Yi nodded and went back to his room. 

 After showering, Xiaoxiao put on Yushu’s pajamas and walked to Mengyao’s room. 

 She thought that it would be really awkward, but it was a warm atmosphere in the room. 

 Mengyao and Yushu were overly friendly or anything, either. Mengyao only casually waved at her. 

“Xiaoxiao, come- there’s a new piece of news on Xu Shihan’s site, there’s a reliable source saying that 

there’s a possibility of a concert…” 

 “Really? Is that real? The stuff on a fan page can’t be trusted, right,” Xiaoxiao wasn’t feeling awkward 

anymore. She ran over to the bed and squeezed with Yushu, looking at the iPad. 

 “Who knows? But it’s probably real, look at that person’s ID, it’s a very high-level one, he’s an honor 

poster!” Mengyao pointed at the poster’s ID. 

 “Ah… That’s true!” Xiaoxiao nodded, surprised, “So that means that this is probably real?” 

 “It’s possible! We’ll be able to know tomorrow!” Mengyao said. 

 After looking at that site, the three watched a music video of Xu Shihan’s and went to sleep, everything 

happening really naturally as if the three lived together… Xiaoxiao wasn’t worried anymore… 

 Xu Shihan looked at Wang Sis, who was busying with her laptop. She scooted over curiously. 

 Xu Shihan, in real life, was no different from a normal girl- curious, active, energetic… Just like a normal 

person. 

 “Wang Sis?” Shihan said as she looked at the screen, surprised. “Wang Sis, why’re you on the fan 

page?” 

 “I’m posting something, giving them a leak. Just in case it’s really decided.” Wang Sis said. 

 “Post? What post?” Shihan looked at the screen curiously. “Huh? Wang Sis, isn’t that your honor poster 

ID? Why’re you telling them that I have a concert planned? We don’t have that plan at all?” 



 “We would if we decide now, right?” Wang Sis smiled. “These few days, it’s likely you’d have to do a 

concert!” 

 “Why?” Shihan asked, confused. “Wang Sis, it’s not like you don’t know about my headaches, it just 

happens out of nowhere. What if it happens on stage…” 

 The weird headaches that attack Shihan were the reason why she didn’t do many performances unless 

it was absolutely unnecessary. They wouldn’t do any partnerships with an entertainment company or 

anything, and this was all because they were ere worried about her condition getting spread to the 

media! 

 When this sickness acted up, she’d fall into a hellish pain- this wasn’t something you wanted to 

announce to people. And so, her company managed her concerts entirely, being able to guarantee a 

complete cover-up should an attack happen… 

  

Chapter 1243: Prophet Shu Strikes Again 

 

 “It’s because of your weird headaches that I’m organizing this concert!” Wang Sis said. “It’s basically 

confirmed now that Zhao Yao Wang’s medical skills are the real deal! I asked my friend to help me look 

into it, many of the upper society people of Songshan go to him for their sicknesses!” 

 “Really? He really knows how to cure me?” Shihan was pleasantly surprised. 

 “Yes, it’s very likely!” Wang Sis said. “I’ve already talked to his manager already, telling him about your 

condition. They said yes right away, saying they’re confident!” 

 “They’re not scammers, are they?” Shihan wasn’t too sure. 

 “You don’t believe Wang Sis’ judgment?” Wang Sis smiled. “I’ll be able to see with one look whether or 

not he has the abilities. Plus, this Zhao Yao Wang’s reputation is rather good; it’s just that he’s a little too 

greedy. All his prices are sky high!” 

 “It’s okay if they’re sky-high- there’s no use for all the money I earn anyway. I’m alone.” Shihan didn’t 

mind the money. 

 “I was thinking that as well. That’s why I’ve decided to bring you there after thinking about it!” Wang Sis 

said. ” But you going to Songshan will need a reasonable excuse to cover it up. Otherwise, if the 

reporters were to realize that you were in Songshan and learn of something, that’d be bad. Using a 

concert is the best way to go. We don’t have any partnerships or anything there. We could’ve accepted 

that Miracle Doctor Guan Company’s offer and went to the product launch or something.” 

 “I see, that’s why we’re doing a concert!” Shihan understood Wang Sis’s actions now. 

 The second morning, Shihan posted the news on the official website, saying that she was going on a 

tour concert, saying that the locations and details were still in discussion. The first stop, however, was 

decided to be Songshan! 



 Songshan may be a second rate city, but these years doing a concert in a second rate city wasn’t 

unheard of either, and so her fans were only briefly stunned before they started getting envious of the 

fans in Songshan. 

 The three girls Chu, Chen, and Feng, on the other hand, had their eyes wide open at the TV as they ate 

Lin Yi’s filled-with-love salted egg porridge. 

 “Holy-! Prophet Shu really is powerful. They’re actually doing it in Songshan after I just said it!” Yushu 

felt that she really was a prophet- they were talking about this before sleeping yesterday, she made a 

prophecy again! 

 “Oh?” Mengyao looked at Yushu doubtfully. This girl’s crow mouth really did work surprisingly quite a 

few times. 

 Xiaoxiao, however, was at a loss. She’d heard of the miracles of Prophet Shu before, but it really was 

happening in front of her! It was so out of this world- the way Yushu was acting made it seem like she 

just got lucky, but who knew? 

 “Shu, can you do a prophecy? Will I die?” Xiaoxiao suddenly asked. 

 “Oh?” Yushu blinked. “Of course not, we still have to mess with people with our partnership. We need 

to conquer the world! What am I supposed to do if you died?” 

 “Haha, hope that prophecy comes true then!” Xiaoxiao nodded. She only asked that on a whim- she 

didn’t believe herself that she could live on since so many generations of her family had failed. 

 “Come on, why are we talking about dying early in the morning? Hurry and eat- Uncle Fu’s here 

already.” 

 These past two days, Uncle Fu’s body had already recovered, and so he’d moved out. He was an old 

man, after all, and living with a bunch of young people wasn’t really appropriate. There were things in 

the company he needed to help with, too, and Pengzhan had a lot of meetings with people. 

 Now that he’d recovered, he always came at night to deliver food and drove Mengyao and Yushu to 

school in the morning. 

 “I’m done I’m done, one more mouthful!” Yushu scooped out more porridge and gulped it. 

 “Lin Yi, how are we going today?” Mengyao asked as she looked at Xiaoxiao. 

 Lin Yi always drove himself to get Xiaoxiao and Tang Yun while Mengyao and Yushu went on Uncle Fu’s 

car, but now that Xiaoxiao was already living in the villa, it would seem unnecessary for Lin Yi to drive 

himself. Might as well have Xiaoxiao sit with him as they get Tang Yun. 

 Mengyao, Shu, and Tang Yun weren’t too close before, and so it was a bit awkward when they sat in the 

same car. However, with the addition of Xiaoxiao as the bridge, they were much better friends now, 

having played together and even slept together. 

 There wasn’t any awkwardness in the car at all now. 

 “Uncle Fu’s car then. We’ll get Yun Yun later.” Lin Yi nodded, understanding what the Miss meant. 



 Xiaoxiao looked at the Bentley, envious. “This sure is a high-class car- I even want to drive it now!” 

 Xiaoxiao was a car enthusiast, after all, different from the Miss and Shu. 

 “Then you can be the driver this time?” Lin Yi smiled. 

 The Lin Yi now was a lot more casual than before. 

 After resigning, his relationship with Miss and Shu and Uncle Fu was better than ever. Although he was 

technically still a follower and bodyguard, it was clear that Mengyao and Yushu both treated him as a 

friend! 

 And Uncle Fu, on the other hand, thought of Lin Yi as his savior. Naturally, he wouldn’t refuse Lin Yi’s 

suggestion, “Will you drive then, Miss Feng?” 

 “Nevermind, that car’s too big, I’m worried I can’t control it properly!” Xiaoxiao stuck out her tongue 

and obediently went to the back. 

 “We’ll wait until the weekend then, have Uncle Fu drive the car over, and we can practice it in an open 

space.” Lin Yi smiled. 

 A Bentley- considering Lin Yi’s status now- wasn’t something that would trouble him if he crashed. 

Although even if they did crash it, Pengzhan wouldn’t ask for payment anyway. 

 “Miss Chu, Mister Lin, are we going to get Miss Tang?” Uncle Fu considered the situation after seeing 

that Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao were in his car as well. 

  

Chapter 1244: New Four Masters of Songshan 

 

 “Yeah, let’s get Tang Yun first. But she moved to a new house on Changdong road 528, Changxiang 

Garden.” Lin Yi said to Uncle Fu. 

 “Alright, Mister Lin.” Uncle Fu nodded. He knew Songshan very well, like a real-life GPS. 

 Lin Yi called Tang Yun. “Yun Yun, we’re coming to get you on Uncle Fu’s car today- we’re on the way.” 

 “Uncle Fu’s car? I’ll wait for you at the bus stop in my district, then? Uncle Fu’s car is pretty big. It’s hard 

to drive it here. There’s a lot of renovation trash and stuff like that on the road,” Tang Yun said. 

 “That works- see you at the station then.” Lin Yi nodded, having considered that already when he sent 

her home yesterday. There was a lot of trash on the roads that couldn’t get removed in time. 

 Tang Yun hung up, got her bag, and prepared to go down when Miss Tang called. “Yun Yun, that’s Yi, 

wasn’t it?” 

 “Yeah…” Tang Yun said. 

 “I made some chicken, bring him a box, will you? Consider it making up for the last time he wasn’t 

here.” Miss Tang gave her a lunchbox. 



 “Okay…” Tang Yin took it after some thought. They always ate at the cafeteria these days, but one extra 

dish was fine. 

 Taking the lunchbox to the district’s bus stop, she waited for Lin Yi. 

 Waiting for her boyfriend to come to fetch her to school every day… This was something the old her 

wouldn’t dare dream of! 

 Getting a boyfriend in twelfth grade? Impossible! 

 But now, Tang Yun lived life naturally and going with the flow- she had accepted it. 

 The boy-girl relationship she saw as shameless before was now very sweet indeed. 

 Tang Yun felt that her mentality had truly changed. 

 The bus stop at the district was newly renovated, very clean, and neat. She never imagined that she’d 

be living in such a high-class area like this. 

 She didn’t know how her neighbors in the slums were now, but with Lin Yi’s interference, the people of 

the slums got a big compensation amount from Zhao Qibing. This would be considered the final good 

deed she did for them. 

 Their futures lay in their hands now- they couldn’t help them forever, especially when it was Lin Yi. They 

were troubling. 

 “Pretty girl, waiting for a bus? Want me to drive you?” A black Ferrari pulled up in front of Tang Yun. 

Inside was a princely looking young man with his eyes darting about as he sized her up. 

 Zhao Fafa was one of the owners of the Changxiang Garden District. His old man was the one who led 

the project. It was his company that built this place. Zhao Fafa’s old man Zhao Guangsi had a house too, 

and for Fafa’s twentieth birthday, he gave him a villa right here in the Garden. 

 Zhao Fafa, who had a house and a car, played and drank all day with a bunch of friends. He was 

technically registered at a college, but he spent his time being one of the new Young Masters of 

Songshan! He and his friends decided to name themselves that since the original young masters have 

been gone for so long. 

 Of course, there was a reason why he was so cocky and active these days, even titling himself the leader 

of the four Young Masters. This was because they found an ancestry book when tidying up- The House 

Zhao ancestry book. They went and acknowledged their cousin’s family, and other relatives- this house 

was quite powerful, and so Zhao Guangsi was now a big deal all of a sudden, continuously meeting the 

big shots of Songshan, expanding his business as a result! 

 And so Zhao Fafa was quite excited as well, naming himself the leader of the four Songshan masters. He 

was now one of the big leading figures of the young generation! 

 Seeing a pretty girl waiting for a car right upon exiting made him feel even more happy and excited. 

 But Fafa was someone with a good eye. He observed Tang Yun for a bit before going to hit on her! 



 From what he could see, she was wearing a school uniform, and she should be the type that wasn’t 

from a very powerful family. She even had a lunch box. What kind of rich kid has a lunchbox these days? 

 She was at a bus stop, too, waiting for a bus! 

 If she were rich, she’d have her own car! Even if they weren’t that rich for her to have her own car, she 

could take a taxi instead of waiting out here. 

 And so, this girl was someone who hadn’t seen the world yet. It should be easy to deal with her if he 

just gave a bit of money. 

 Tang Yun looked at Fafa, not responding. 

 It’d been a long time since she was in this situation. She’d experience that plenty in the slums. That Li 

Erlai, always latching on to her until Lin Yi one hit him. 

 “Pretty girl, you’re in a rush to get to school, no? It’s okay. I’ll drive you there. I’m free anyway. Don’t 

worry, I live in this district, District A. Look, I even have the villa district pass!” With that, he showed her 

his pass, telling her that he was no bad guy; he was a neighbor! 

 Many girls loved money and fame in this materialistic world. Fafa had met too many of those girls. 

 And so, as far as he could see, after showing off his villa and car, this girl would definitely be interested 

and take the bait! 

 Even if nothing happened, the fact that she could get to school on a Ferrari was enough for her to boast 

to her friends! Fafa could also enjoy the pleasure of hitting on a girl, too, not showing his intentions 

during the first time. 

 However, there would be a second, a third, and as the two spent more time together… It would get 

easier for her to take the bait! 

 Tang Yun frowned. She thought that he’d leave him alone if she ignored him, but this guy seemed to be 

different from people like Erlai. She thought since he was rich, he wouldn’t be as shameless. 

  

Chapter 1245: Warning 

 

 But evidently, Tang Yun had underestimated him. Seeing his insistence, she spoke impatiently. “It’s fine. 

Thank you for your kindness!” 

 “We all live in the same place. We’re neighbors- come on, get in! We can become friends.” Fafa paused 

but thought that she was playing hard to gate. 

 “I said it’s fine!” Tang Yun turned away, ignoring him. 

 Fafa didn’t think that she was actually ignoring him. This angered him quite a bit. Who did she think he 

was? He was the new leader of the Songshan Young Masters, couldn’t he handle even one girl? 



 “Pretty girl, that’s pretty rude, no?” Fafa wanted to drool as he inspected the goods. Big boobs, pretty 

face, great body… This person was perfect, except for one thing! 

 She was a jerk! 

 His face turned troubled as Tang Yun ignored him. However, this meant that there was a challenge. It 

was too easy back then to hit on girls, plus, the girls he got weren’t even virgins, so there really wasn’t 

any sense of success in the first place, he didn’t treasure it either! 

 But now, he realized that it was very likely that this girl was a virgin, judging by her actions! 

 Just as he was drooling, a Bentley parked behind the Ferrari. 

 “Lin Yi, honey seems like someone’s bothering Tang Yun sis!” Xiaoxiao pointed at the car some distance 

away. 

 “Yeah, Shield Bro, go punish him!” Yushu loved seeing Lin Yi punish people. It was great entertainment. 

 Lin Yi got off the car, speechless. He didn’t think that some guy would be bothering Tang Yun right after 

she moved in! After people heard of Lin Yi’s great name in the slums, nobody dared mess with Tang Yun 

anymore. It was the same in the school. 

 “Lin Yi !” Tang Yun breathed out in relief. They were in public, but she was still worried that Fafa might 

do something out of line. She wouldn’t be able to handle it herself. 

 “Yun Yun, what’s with this guy?” Lin Yi looked at the guy in the Ferrari. 

 “A neighbor in the slums, he insists on getting me to school.” Tag Yun didn’t want Lin Yi to be fighting, 

so she didn’t give the negative details. 

 Fafa’s face darkened as he looked at the situation. Anyone could tell that this was the boyfriend! He felt 

cheated! The pure schoolgirl was someone who was in an early relationship! 

 But, he loved a challenge. This was important to stabilize his name as the leader of the four Songshan 

Young Masters. 

 He got out the car, rolling his eyes as he looked down on Lin Yi. He didn’t see that he’d come down from 

the Bentley and had put his attention on Tang Yun. He’d filtered it. 

 “Kid, quite tough, are you? Pretty good girl you got there.” Fafa looked at him as he held out his hands. 

“Good to meet you- I’m Zhao Fafa, one of the four Songshan Young Masters!” 

 Lin Yi was planning to ignore him, but the title made him pause. “Four Young Masters?” 

 Fafa didn’t think that Lin Yi would’ve heard of his title- he felt even more confident. “You’ve heard of 

me too? Alright, I’ll tell you this then- the women that this Zhao Fafa here has his eyes on, none of them 

can escape from me!” 

 Tang Yun frowned. Why was this person like this, saying all that when her boyfriend had come already? 

She felt that she wanted to give him some face since he was her neighbor, too! 



 “Do you have something wrong with your brain?” Lin Yi looked at him. “Songshan’s Four Young 

Masters? Which one are you? I know three of the four, and two of which I even messed up before. Are 

you that last Young Master?” 

 “Hm?” Fafa blinked before starting to laugh loudly. Anyone knew how to bullshit! He looked at him 

mockingly. “You? Bullshit! Careful with that tongue- we’ll meet again! Look after your girl, or I’ll snatch 

her away!” 

 Fafa didn’t dare get into a fight with Lin Yi since he was alone today. He left with a warning as he moved 

to his car. 

 “This is your car?” Lin Yi pointed at the Ferrari. 

 “What, jealous?” Fafa said gleefully. 

 “It’s blocking the way!” Lin Yi slammed a kick into it, flipping the entire car on the road until it stopped 

some distance away, a clear footprint on the metal. 

 “Wha-?!” Fafa was speechless- he even forgot to be pissed- what was with this kid’s strength? Did he 

just kick his car out? Was he a human? 

 Just as he was in shock, Lin Yi went to the Bentley with Tang Yun, getting in. The Bentley passed him by 

slowly… 

 “Shit!” Fafa was in disbelief. Was this guy a rich kid too? A Bentley?? He knew just how expensive a 

Bentley was. It was much more expensive than his Ferrari! 

 But the better off someone else was, the more pissed off he was. This car wasn’t necessarily Lin Yi’s. It 

must be his family’s! So what, his dad had a Rolls-Royce, too! 

 And he himself had an extra race car compared to Lin Yi, so overall, he was stronger than him! Getting 

women from the hands of someone like this was something that would give him the satisfaction! It was 

a challenge! He recorded the license plate of the car, and readied his investigation… 

 He would research Tang Yun’s background, later. That was an easy thing to do for him. 

 “Shield Bro, why didn’t you beat him up!” Yushu was a bit disappointed. Lin Yi was getting less and less 

violent these days. He basically didn’t fight anymore! 

  

Chapter 1246: Headmaster Ding’s Invitation 

 

 “Why would I beat him up? Just a warning is enough for small fry like him.” Lin Yi didn’t even consider 

him as a threat. He was just a kid with a rich family. He probably wouldn’t mess with Tang Yun after 

seeing the Bentley. 

 After all, messing with someone around the same level as you wasn’t a wise move. Unless there was 

something wrong with this Fafa, he wouldn’t come fighting to the death for something so small. 



 After reaching the school, Zhifeng came to the door of class five. He looked inside. “Chu Mengyao, Chen 

Yushu, Lin Yi, come out with me for a bit.” 

 The students were curious and surprised. They all saw Lin Yi getting close to Yushu and Mengyao. Could 

it be that Zhifeng saw that they might be getting into an early relationship? 

 But wasn’t Lin Yi with Tang Yun? Could it be that Mengyao and Yushu were involved as well? But wasn’t 

Mengyao, the daughter of the school’s stockholder? Would Zhifeng dare scold her? 

 The gossip quenched the boring lives of the students. 

 And so, that’s what they did after the three left- they gossiped. 

 Of course, other than the people involved, no one knew why Zhifeng came for them. 

 Luckily, Zhifeng didn’t dare act like a hotshot in front of them. After a couple of steps, he turned back to 

explain. “The headmaster asked me to get you- it’s about a charity event?” 

 So that was it! Lin Yi nodded. There really was no other reason why he would call the three of them like 

this. 

 But even Zhifeng himself was confused. When Lin Yi first came to this school, he didn’t seem close with 

Mengyao at all, going with Tang Yun instead. This made Zhifeng feel that perhaps he was only a relative 

of Pengzhan’s or something, and the only reason why he listened to Lin Yi was that he caught him doing 

something he shouldn’t be. He didn’t give him respect the way he did to Mengyao. 

 But it seemed like that wasn’t the case now- especially these past few days, Lin Yi, Tang Yun, Chu 

Mengyao, and Chen Yushu always came to school and left school together. He realized that it wasn’t as 

simple as it seemed. 

 But even so, he didn’t ask anything. This wasn’t his concern, and he just needed to take care not to piss 

any of them off. 

 Ding Binggong didn’t stand up to welcome them as they entered. Mengyao may be the Big Miss, but she 

was still a student. As the headmaster, there was some level of seriousness he needed to maintain. 

 The MIss wasn’t one to care about that anyway, and she wouldn’t do anything like disrespect teachers. 

 “You guys sit.” Binggong gestured for the three to take a seat on the sofa. “Yao Yao, Shu, and Lin Yi- I 

asked you here today to talk about the charity event. This is also the Chairman’s wishes, but since you 

were the ones who mentioned this first, I’ll listen to any suggestions you have.” 

 Mengyao and Yushu looked at each other. The two didn’t have any similar experience before, and this 

had come out suddenly in the first place. Of course, their suggestions wouldn’t be as good as 

professionals like Binggong. 

 Binggong was the headmaster of the school. The multitude of events he’d organized was not something 

to be compared to two students. 



 “Headmaster Ding, we’re both students. We’re not as experienced as you- the school has a complete 

plan already, right? You’ve called us here because there’s something you want us to do?” Lin Yi, 

naturally, knew his intention. 

 The words he said earlier was just courtesy for the Miss- but knowing the Miss, Lin Yi knew that she 

didn’t mind. Binggong called them because there was some trouble, and he must’ve talked to Pengzhan 

about it first before getting Zhifeng to bring them here. 

 Binggong looked at Lin Yi and looked at the two girls- their silence meant that they agreed with Lin Yi’s 

words, and this surprised him. So the Miss and Shu considered Lin Yi, the leader? 

 But that was good- with a smart person like Lin Yi, this would solve a lot of their problems. And so 

Binggong spoke openly. “You see, after discussion, we’ve concluded that there’s no problem with 

getting people from high society to come in for donations. But it’s not easy to get these big CEO’s to just 

let go of their money like that. Perhaps some invited bosses would take out ten or twenty thousand, but 

this isn’t much for the orphanage! My thoughts were that we needed to get a larger amount to deal 

with the orphanage’s trouble!” 

 “Yes, you’re right, Headmaster Bing.” Lin Yi nodded, listening. 

 “First, in order to let these big names be willing to donate, we need to do some event like a 

performance, with a host. According to the popular rules, the host should be a pretty girl… That’s how 

one grabs attention.” Binggong smiled dryly. “It is cliche, but in order to get that big money in, that’s 

necessary. There are three school beauties here in this school- Yao Yao, Shu, and Tang Yun. Although 

there seems to be a new Feng Xiaoxiao now?” 

 Lin Yi was a bit surprised. He didn’t expect the traditional Ding Binggong to say something like that. 

Mengyao, on the other hand, was embarrassed that she got called a school beauty- although Shu took 

the compliment. 

 “Headmaster Bing, you want Shu and I to be the hosts?” Mengyao asked. 

 “Naturally, that’s just my suggestion. It’ll depend on whether or not you agree to do it.” Binggong 

nodded. 

 “Of course!” Mengyao nodded. “I’ll do all I can to help the orphanage.” 

 “Host… I’m not too suited for that…” Yushu didn’t want to do it- it was abit hard for an overactive 

person like her to stand on the stage for so long. 

 “Here, what if we let Tang Yun and Yao Yao host- they’re around the same height.” Lin Yi said after 

some thought. 

 “That works.” Binggong knew of Lin Yi’s relationship with Tang Yun, and he wasn’t surprised. It was also 

why he called Lin Yi over since he didn’t know Tang Yun. 

  

Chapter 1247: Big Superstar Looking for the Doctor 

 



 After the matter had been settled, Binggong changed the topic. “There’s one more thing. Even if we let 

those big names donate, there’ll still be a limit to how much money will be gathered. So, I decided to let 

the second half be an auction. All its earnings are given to the orphanage as a donation. Other than 

some items that Chairman Chu will provide, if possible, you can bring out items that you no longer use 

to put on the auction. This would increase the rewards of this charity event!” 

 From Binggong’s perspective, a big Miss like Mengyao must have had quite a number of expensive gifts 

since birth- they’d sell for a good price at an auction, especially the more private items. Those felt more 

intimate… 

 Binggong may seem like a just and traditional man, but that wasn’t the case. He just needed to be like 

that because of his position. 

 Of course, Lin Yi, the Miss, and Shu weren’t aware of his perspective- the Miss would never bring her 

private items out for auction if she’d known! 

 After the matter had been settled, the three returned to class. 

 The school also announced the charity event as well, and the singing competition was happening even 

sooner. 

 At the same time, Xu Shihan avoided the reporters and quietly went to Songshan with Wang Sis! Their 

company had sent her band and team to Songshan as well, and they were on the way- it was just that 

Shihan wasn’t with them. 

 This successfully attracted the media’s attention. They didn’t see Shihan, but they were convinced that 

Shihan was with the band- after all, this was her team! What concert would they be doing if Shihan 

wasn’t with them? 

 And so, they all assumed that Shihan was hiding with them because she didn’t want to be interviewed. 

 A big SUV parked quietly in front of the Floating Cloud bar, and a heavily clothed person with a hat and 

glasses came down with a thirty-something woman, entering the bar. 

 It wasn’t business hours since it was just ten in the morning. And so their visit confused the workers. 

 “Ladies, may I ask why you’re here…” The waiter walked over. 

 “Is this Zhao Yaowang’s clinic? We’re here to do a checkup.” Wang Sis said calmly. She’d already heard 

that it was in a bar. 

 “Please wait!” The waiter quickly turned to make a report once he heard what they were here for. 

 The patients that came to Yao Wang were plentiful these days, and it’d become the biggest income 

source for Zhao Qibing. 

 A while later, Su Jiaonang came walking out from behind, visibly pausing when he saw Shihan. This 

wasn’t some infectious disease or something, was it? Why was she clothed up like that in disguise? 

 But in order to earn their money, he hid his looks of disgust, smiling. “Hello, what sickness are you here 

to do a checkup on? Do you have an appointment?” 



 “Yes, my last name is Wang, you’re Mister Su Jiaonang, right? We were on the phone yesterday.” Wang 

Sis said. 

 “Ah! Xu Shihan…” Jiaonang paused, remembering the phone call, and understanding why this person 

was so disguised and clothed. She didn’t want people to see her! 

 Wang Sis nodded and put a finger to her lips. “Mister Su, can we meet Yao Wang now?” 

 “Please!” Jiaonang made a gesture- this was a superstar, Xu Shihan, the rich girl of the entertainment 

world. Master Bing was about to get a huge pile of money again! “Yao Wang’s free right this moment, 

please come along!” 

 Jiaonang brought the two to the back of the bar, and they saw an old man with needles covering all his 

body, along with a young man in a wheelchair. 

 “This…” Wang Sis looked at Jiaonang, confused- were these two patients or something? 

 “This is Zhao Qibing, Master Bing. He’s our boss and the higher up of Zhao Yaowang!” Jiaonang 

introduced. “Master Bing broke his legs because of an accident, but with Yao Wang helping him, he’ll be 

healed soon!” 

 “Master Bing, nice to meet you!” Wang Sis nodded politely. 

 “Hello, Manager Wang, right? I’ve heard from Jiaonang already, welcome!” Qibing smiled as he pointed 

at Yaowang. “This here is Zhao Yaowang!” 

 “Ah?” Wang Sis paused, looking at the old man in disbelief. 

 “The… Things on his body?” Shihan asked, surprised. 

 “Ha! These are… Lightning prevention needles used to avoid lightning when going out…” Qibing said 

casually- he couldn’t say that it was Lin Yi who did this, wouldn’t Yao Wang lose all his name if they knew 

he couldn’t manage to pull them out? 

 “Lightning prevention needles?” Shihan blinked, not understanding where this was coming from. Who 

even put lighting prevention needles on their bodies? What was with this guy, was he reliable or not? 

 Yao Wang cleared his throat to explain. “Master Bing’s only joking- the truth is, this is a type of training 

I’m doing. You see, these are all silver needles- I’m well studied on the nerves and locations of the 

human body, and this acupuncture method is used for me to strengthen myself!” 

 “Oh, I see!” Wang Sis said, her eyes changing to admiration. “A master indeed. I didn’t know you could 

strengthen yourself like this!” 

 “Haha, it’s nothing amazing.” Yao Wang said with a little laugh. “Alright, let’s talk about the condition- 

you’re Xu Shihan, are you?” 

 “Yes, Xu Shihan!” Wang Sis nodded. “She’ll be in your care then!” 

 “Alright, but I can’t do a checkup with all those clothes on you?” Yao Wang said, pointing at her. 

  



Chapter 1248: Cleansing the Sickness 

 

 Before Shihan came, Qibing told Yao Wang about his feelings regarding Shihan. He was a big pervert, 

after all, and it wasn’t good for his eyes with all this clothing covering Shihan up! 

 Naturally, Yao Wang needed to help out Master Bing when he saw that expression. 

 As expected, Master Bing’s face relaxed- he was a fan too, and this was a great chance that he wouldn’t 

let go! He wouldn’t even be here if it were a usual consultation, this was all for Shihan. 

 “That’s… Do I have to?” Shihan was hesitant- that invasive look on Qibing’s face made her go on alert! 

She was conscious about these things, and could basically feel when someone was thinking about her 

that way. Otherwise, she would’ve been corrupted already in the entertainment world… 

 “Naturally!” Yao Wang nodded. “Eastern medicine requires the first part of observation and analysis- 

with the way you’re dressed right now, we can’t even do the first observation step.” 

 “I see!” Wang Sis nodded. “Han, quickly, then, take off your hat and sunglasses- there’s no one else 

here, no reporters too.” 

 “Okay…” Shihan had no choice but took them off. 

 That instant, her beauty was released- Qibing’s eyes even perked up! He didn’t expect such a pure and 

pretty look from Shihan, much more so than on TV or in pictures, ten thousand fold! He was touched! 

 If he were to spend a night with her… How amazing would that be? Qibing was getting ready to find 

some way to achieve that now. 

 “Yao Wang, how is it?” Shihan could only pretend she didn’t notice that look on Qibing’s face. They 

were here for their services, after all, and Yao Wang might be able to cure her. They couldn’t just walk 

away. 

 “The headaches always come with one reason, right?” Yao Wang was good at medicine, but he 

couldn’t’ see anything wrong with her! Naturally, however, he wouldn’t just let her go right away. 

Firstly, he had to earn their money, and secondly, Qibing must have some thoughts regarding Shihan- if 

he let them go right now, Qibing would have no chance. 

 “Yes.” Shihan nodded. “I don’t know when it started, but headaches would just come out of nowhere, 

with no rules…” 

 “Yes, it’s curable!” Yao Wang nodded after a bit more inspection. 

 “Really?” Shihan froze- she’d met many big-name doctors these years, and none of them had a clue. 

 “Of course- I’m called Yao Wang for a reason!” Yao Wang said proudly. “It can be said that all sicknesses 

under the skies can be cured by me!” 

 “That’s great! But how will Yao Wang proceed with the treatment? And the fees…” Wang Sis said, 

pleased. 



 Just then, Shihan held onto space between her brows, bending down from pain as cold sweat came out. 

Her sickness was acting up! 

 But this was a good thing- she could let Yao Wang see it himself! 

 And so she gritted her teeth and looked up. “It’s acting up again… It’s hurting…” 

 “It’s alright- wait a moment, I’ll take out the medicine. This will help!” Yao Wang turned around and 

went inside, coming out with an unknown elixir pill. “Take this- I promise it’ll be effective right away!” 

 “Shihan didn’t hesitate, swallowing the pill instantly. 

 And a miracle happened- her headache weakened, and very rapidly, the pain disappeared! 

 “It doesn’t hurt? It actually doesn’t hurt??” Shihan’s eyes were wide and filled with surprise- all the 

medicine she took to relieve the head pains never worked to this degree before? 

 “Naturally, I wouldn’t call myself Yao Wang if this medicine didn’t work.” Yao Wang waved his hand as if 

he were extremely knowledgeable. 

 What he gave to Shihan, however, was just a powerful painkiller- he didn’t even know why she had the 

headaches, but he didn’t care! His policy was that he cared what was on the surface, not the roots of the 

problem- as long as the problem was solved for now who cared what happened in the future, it had 

nothing to with him! He just needed to get the money! 

 This sort of powerful painkiller was something similar to poison, however. It was given to those injured 

practitioners, and when they couldn’t’ take it anymore, one pill could help sustain their life- but relying 

on this had too many side effects and no benefits. 

 But Yao Wang didn’t care about that- he just wanted results now. 

 “This medicine… Won’t have any side effects, right?” Shihan was no idiot. This sort of pill that happened 

right away was too miraculous- she had to be worried. 

 “Naturally not- this is an Eastern medicine with no chemicals. You know how Eastern medicinal herbs 

are, there aren’t any side effects at all. Many of them can be eaten directly!” Yao Wang naturally 

wouldn’t tell her the side effects. 

 “That’s good…” Shihan nodded, still a little worried. “But does this medicine cure the root, or does it 

just stop the head pains? Can I be cured?” 

 “This will be able to target the roots if taken over a long period of time, but more supplemental herbs 

and medicine will be needed if you want to cure it quicker.” Yao Wang said. “After you’ve confirmed 

that you want the treatment, I’ll give you the medicine!” 

 “Of course, we want the treatment! With your skills, Yao Wang, we would like to cure it now!” Wang Sis 

said. “However, the fees…” 

 “The fees… I’m just the doctor- the fees will have to be discussed with Master Bing!” Yao Wang knew 

what he was thinking of, and so he took out Qibing’s name. 

  



Chapter 1249: Zhao Qibing’s Threat 

 

 After that, Yao Wang took back the elixir from earlier and went inside without wasting time. 

 It was as if he was some master miracle doctor, in a rush to do everything. 

 Only Qibing, Jiaonang, Wang Sis, and Shihan was left. 

 Wang Sis blinked, looking at Qibing, curious. Yao Wang was the one doing the curing, why was Qibing 

the one giving the price? But since Yao Wang said so…”Master Bing, about the fees…” 

 “This is all the small details, don’t worry about it! Miss Xu Shihan. My name is Zhao Qibing. I’ve been an 

admirer of yours for a long time. I’ve prepared a table at the Floating Cloud Bar, and it’s almost 

lunchtime- what do you think of having lunch with me?” Qibing smiled with a polite gesture. 

 “Lunch?” Shihan frowned a bit unconsciously. She had a guess what this guy wanted. He wanted to get 

close to her, but she came for her sickness! She didn’t want anything to do with him at all, and so she 

smiled back before turning to Wang Sis. 

 “Young Master Zhao, Han is a bit busy and preparing for the concert tomorrow- the time is limited. As 

for lunch, what about next time? We could talk about the sickness first?” Wang Sis said with a curt 

refusal. 

 “What? Miss Xu doesn’t want to give me a face?” Qibing’s face darkened. “If Miss Xu’s willing to go be 

busy, then go be busy then- when you’re free, you can come back to talk about the sickness. Mister Su, 

walk them to the door!” 

 “That’s…” Wang Sis froze- she didn’t think that he’d flip the table right away like this because of the 

lunch! What was this? 

 “Manager Wang, Miss Xu, please.” Jiaonang walked over and spoke softly. 

 Only then did Wang Sis understand that Zhao Qibing was for real- if Shihan didn’t have this lunch with 

him, he wouldn’t cure her at all. Yao Wang was clearly listening to his orders, and without his sayso, he 

wouldn’t give her any pills at all! 

 With that thought, there wasn’t much Wang Sis could do but smile awkwardly. “Han, since young 

master Zhao is so passionate, let’s have some food then? We have to eat, after all.” 

 Shihan was very displeased, but there was nothing she could do- she had to nod and say yes to this 

lunch. She did have experience of going to meetings and events. She didn’t want to be going as a public 

figure, so she was mentally prepared. 

 “Alright then, if you put it like that- let’s go, Master Bing.” Shihan nodded. 

 “That’s good!” Qibing said happily. Trying to play the reserved girl? That’s what he was most annoyed 

of! A star, being all shiny and pretty on the outside- everyone knew what she did in the dark! 

 Because they were going out, Shihan put on the sunglasses and hat, quickly entering the SUV. Qibing 

was planning on going in her car, but Wang Sis clearly had no intention of letting him do that. With the 



wheelchair he was in, there was no way he could force himself into the SUV, and Wang Sis closed the 

door. 

 There was no choice. He cursed at the bitch afterward, saying that he would make her beg for it, or Yao 

Wang wouldn’t heal her! 

 Qibing got in his own car, and they went to Starlight Restaurant. 

 “Wang Sis, this Zhao Qibing clearly doesn’t have good intentions…” Shihan said worriedly after getting 

in the car. .This wouldn’t go as smoothly as we anticipated. 

 “Yeah, I think so too!” Wang Sis nodded. “But sometimes, we have to lower our heads when it’s their 

stuff we want. You saw how good that Yao Wang is, stopping everything right away, that hasn’t 

happened before…” 

 “That’s true. But if Zhao Qibing makes a really ridiculous demand, I’d rather not cure this!” She said 

stubbornly. 

 “Let’s see first- he might be just your fan and wanted lunch with you. He can’t ask for too much anyway 

since we’re paying for the service…” Wang Sis said. 

 “I hope so…” Shihan nodded. 

 In the luxury suite of Starlight Restaurant, Qibing sat at the host’s seat, and, after his insistence, Shihan 

had no choice but to sit beside her. Jiaonang sat to his other side. 

 Yao Wang wasn’t here, and Qibing was making things clear- if she wanted to be cured, she had to talk 

to him! He could cancel everything at any time! 

 “Miss Xu, I’m your biggest fan. I’ve liked you since a long time ago, and when I was in school, I even 

used your picture to touch myself, haha…” Qibing said without reserve as he raised his glass. “I didn’t 

think I’d see you today, Miss Xu. You look better than you do in the pictures! I’m getting excited! Come, 

cheers!” 

 Shihan’s face turned green right away. How shameless could someone be? She’d seen shameless 

people for sure, but they were more subtle and hinted at things- this guy was coming out and being 

disgusting! 

 How could someone be so crazily shameless? Telling her that he touched himself with her pictures? She 

wanted to leave right away! 

 But she was a big star, and she knew that there were boys with their fantasies using her picture… She 

couldn’t stop them or anything. 

 But telling her right in her face? This was beyond ridiculous! 

 “Young Master Zhao sure has a sense of humor, but Shihan is just a young girl- let’s keep away from this 

type of humor?” Wang Sis tried to remedy things. “Master Bing, thank you for your passionate hosting, 

we’re here to ask you to cure Shihan, but you’re the one paying for food- it’s so embarrassing!” 



 “Joke? What I said was the truth!” Qibing said with a wave of his hand, speaking bluntly. “Manager 

Wang, I’m sure you can tell me what I want!” 

 Wang Sis paused- did this Qibing really have bad intentions to Han? It probably was the case! 

 “Master Zhao, please contain yourself! Han came here to cure her sickness, and we’ll pay our amount- 

please don’t make demands that are beyond reason.” Wang Sis said, not restraining too much now that 

he was going all out. 

 “Fuck! Who do you think you are, you think you’re a pure and innocent girl? Who knows how many 

guys have had you before, telling me to contain myself?” Qibing said with a cold smile. “Don’t you even 

know who I am? I’m Zhao Qibing, I’ve played tons of women that are stars. They’re just high-class 

prostitutes! Get off your high horse! Come home with me tonight, and everything’s fine, but if not, 

hmph!” 

  

Chapter 1250: Bodyguard or Spy 

 

 Shihan’s face turned very dark instantly. Qibing was stepping over the line! She didn’t know how other 

stars worked, but she knew that she was innocent and pure! Ever since her debut, she hasn’t even shot 

anything intimate with a boy before, let alone do anything with someone! 

 “Young master Zhao, I hope you understand that we are spending money to have this sickness cured- 

for Yao Wang to look at us. It’s not like we’re not paying. We can’t say yes to these demands!” Wang Sis 

said strictly. 

 “Paying? Do you think money’s a big deal? Can’t you even do your research and see who Zhao Qibing 

is? I’m a prince of a hidden noble house. Money is nothing to me- What I have is money! Don’t think I 

have to cure you just because of money. This isn’t a hospital. If you think money’s a big deal, then take it 

to a hospital. Money doesn’t work here!” Qibing smiled coldly, pissed off. “Spend the night with me or 

leave. Choose!” 

 “You…” Shihan was shaking with rage, and her headache attacked again. She held the area between her 

brows, sweating cold sweat from the insane pain… 

 “Han, what’s wrong?” Wang Sis quickly held her hand. 

 “It’s nothing, Wang Sis… Just need to rest awhile…” Shihan said as she panted. 

 “Hah! That’s what you deserve, you should’ve just said yes to my demands, and none of this would’ve 

happened!” Qibing smiled coldly as if Shihan was his to take home. 

 “Wang Sis, let’s go!” Shihan gritted her teeth and stood up. 

 This was how she was- she’d rather die than submit. The more you forced her, the more she resisted! 

She’d never comply! 



 If he did manage to cure her, and if their relationship got good, then maybe she would be more inclined 

to do something like that- humans are emotional creatures, after all. Who knew how things would 

develop if time went on? 

 But this person was straight up arrogant and forcing her- she’d rather hurt to death than submit to that. 

 “Han…” Wang Sis was in a difficult position- they’d finally found a doctor, but… 

 “Jiaonang, since they don’t want to see us, walk them out!” Qibing didn’t mind. With Yao Wang by his 

side, there was no way Shihan wouldn’t take the bait. She’d come begging when her head was splitting! 

 “Manager Wang, Miss Xu, please!” Jiaonang stood up and made a gesture. 

 At the same time, everything that was happening in the room, the SUV driver could hear! Wang Sis still 

didn’t know that there was a listening chip on her right in her phone- and this was something her most 

trusted assistant and driver, Shihan’s bodyguard, Feng Sanhuang, planted! 

 The name Feng Sanhuang looked like a name belonging to a housekeeper or something like that. It was 

a rare name. Of course, it was fine for it to be a bit odd- the point was that his kung fu was good, and he 

always did a good job protecting her all these years. This was why Wang Sis valued him! 

 But who would’ve thought that someone so loyal would implant a listening chip in her phone! 

 Listening to the conversation in the room, Sanhuang’s face darkened as Qibing spoke. He called a 

number after some hesitation. 

 “Sanhuang, did something happen?” The phone call connected, and a deep male voice sounded. “I 

heard Han is doing a concert in Songshan? What’s going on? How come I wasn’t aware?” 

 “I’m sorry, master- the concert happened suddenly, I didn’t make it in time to tell you…” Snahunag 

explained. “It’s a decision Manager Wang made yesterday night.” 

 “Hm? Why the rush? Did something happen? The company’s forcing her?” The man asked, his voice 

serious. 

 “That’s not the case. The company wouldn’t force her like this, I’ve already sent people to make sure of 

that.” Sanhuang said. “This is the thing. There’s a miracle doctor called Zhao Yao Wang, able to heal her 

headaches. Manager Wang wanted her to come to see this doctor, that’s why they’re using a tour as a 

disguise.” 

 “I see!” The master said. “Than how is it? Her headache…” 

 “That Zhao Yao Wang gave her some sort of medicine, and her headache ceased immediately. It seems 

effective, but Yao Wang’s master Zhao Qibing is a pervert, saying that she must fulfill his desires, or he 

wouldn’t cure her…” Sanhuang Said. “Master, do you need me to…” 

 “Zhao Qibing? Who is that?” Sanhuang’s master asked. 

 “Just a bastard from a hidden house, I’ve done the research,” Sanhuang said faintly. 



 Sanhunag had already checked him this morning before they met, and thought Qibing had told them his 

identity already, he didn’t say anything about being a bastard! This was evidently clear that Sanhuang’s 

information network was massive. 

 “Bastard of a hidden house? Hidden House Zhao?” The man asked. 

 “Yes, that’s right! He actually dared to make a move on the miss…” Sanhuang didn’t care about the 

hidden houses at all. 

 “It’s fine- a hidden house isn’t much, but I don’t want your identity to be exposed, at least not now!” 

Sanhuang’s mater sighed. “Soon, soon! When I get the position of the head, I’ll meet with Han, and then 

no one will do anything to her anymore!” 

 “Congratulations, master!” Sanhuang said emotionally. He knew that his master had waited a long, long 

time for today. If he were to get that position, he wouldn’t be worried about the pressure from his 

mother’s side. 

 “Alright, let’s not talk about this- just protect her! Her headache… Does this Yao Wang really have a 

method? The doctors on my side couldn’t even see any problems… Here, don’t let her take medicine 

easily, get her to bring an elixir from Yao Wang, and bring it to me- don’t mess things up!” He said. 

 “Yes, master! I understand!” Sanhuang nodded. 

 “Give me one of the concert tickets, too- using our old method.” The man said. “Right, is there any 

news on her mother’s side?” 

  

 


